This remote control provides 3 different methods to set the code for different AC brands and models:

1. **Manual Code Entry**
   - Power on the AC manually and point the remote control at the AC window.
   - Press and hold the SET and [temperature] buttons at the same time and release.
   - Enter the remote control's code by pressing the corresponding buttons.

2. **Manual Code Search**
   - Power on the AC manually and point the remote control at the AC window.
   - Press and hold the SET and [temperature] buttons until the AC makes a beeping sound and automatically enters the code search mode.
   - Press the SET button to confirm the search.

3. **Quick Code Search**
   - Power on the AC manually and point the remote control at the AC window.
   - Press and hold the SET button until the AC makes a beeping sound and automatically enters the code search mode.
   - The remote control will display the nearest AC code. If it's correct, press the SET button to confirm the search.
   - If it's incorrect, press the SET button again to search for the next code until the correct code is found.

**Important Note:**
Before entering the codes, please ensure the remote control is 100% genuine and compatible with the AC model. Please refer to the AC manual for the correct code to avoid incorrect operation.